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March 21, 2017
Michael S. Piwowar,
Acting Chairman
Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street, NE
Washington, CC 20549-1090
Dear Acting Chairman Piwowar,
This comment is in response to your request for comments on further delay in implementing
Section 953(b) of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010
(Dodd-Frank Act).
This Section requires public companies to disclose the ratio of median annual total
compensation of all employees to the total annual compensation of the chief executive officer (the
“CEO-employee pay ratio”). This request is based on unspecified, “unanticipated compliance
difficulties” some issuers have reported to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).
In my opinion, the implementation of this Section should not be delayed because of past
considerable delays in implementing this Section, the wide flexibility the SEC has given corporations in
computing the ratio, and the considerable capabilities of public companies with today’s technology to
collect and analyze data and the time they have been given to do so. This information is not already
disclosed to investors, it is material to investors, and important to long-term shareholder value creation.
A.

Long delays in implementation.

In terms of delays in implementation, almost seven years have passed since Section 953(b) was
enacted as federal law on July 21, 2010. The SEC took three years to propose its rule for Section
953(b)’s implementation and an additional two years to adopt its final rule. 1 There was plenty of time
for companies to comply with the rule who are now claiming they have “begun to encounter”
difficulties. The SEC’s final rule was not applicable until January 1, 2017, a year and five months after
it was issued on August 5, 2015.
Moreover, the SEC rule does not apply to proxy statements until
January 1, 2018, which is two years and five months after the SEC’s issuance of its final rule and well
over seven years since Section 953(b)’s enactment.
B.

Wide flexibility in implementation.

Moreover, the SEC has given companies considerable flexibility in computing their ratio by
allowing them to use any reasonable statistical sampling method to identify their median employee, any
compensation measure consistently applied, and requires them to identify the median employee only once
ever three years.
The SEC stated its implementation philosophy with respect to Section 953(b) as
follows, “we believe [companies] must make their own determinations on what is appropriate based on
their own facts and circumstance.” 2 I believe that the SEC has been too flexible in this regard and in
doing so has hindered the comparability of ratios across companies. This is reminiscent of the SEC’s
modification of the net capital rules for brokers in 2004 that essentially deferred to company expertise and
resulted in large increases in leverage at these companies, contributing to the financial crisis of
2008-2009. 3

In view of the flexibility granted to companies by the SEC and the extensive delays in
implementing Section 953(b) further delay appears unwarranted.
C.

Unavailability of CEO-employee pay ratio information.

Information concerning the CEO-employee pay ratio is not readily available to investors. This
is because it is difficult to find useful data on lower-level employee compensation. The U.S.
Department of Labor (DOL), Bureau of Labor Statistics data provides only industry-specific employee
compensation information, not company-specific data.
Company-specific data is available on a limited
basis from private sources and is based on data voluntarily disclosed by companies. This creates a
self-selection bias problem. This kind of bias is demonstrated in a study that found companies that did
not voluntarily disclose the number of workers they employed by geographical segment were companies
that were offshoring jobs and therefore anticipated worker and public backlash if they disclosed that
information. 4 Similarly, those companies that do not voluntarily disclose lower-level employee
compensation information to private sources may not do so because they have high pay disparities.
The databases are problematic. As previously noted, the DOL provides only industry-specific
information. A number of fairly current pay disparity studies use old data from private sources from the
1981-1985 period when CEO pay ratios were much lower than they are today, from roughly 30-to-1 to
59-to-1. 5 Other studies use reported data of bank holding companies that are now required to disclose
this information. However, these companies appear to have much lower ratios than those of other U.S.
public companies, with at the higher end pay ratios of 32-to-1. The CEO-employee ratio of major U.S.
companies was estimated at 276 to 1 in 2016. 6 Of course, pay ratio calculations vary depending on what
is included in compensation and in the private databases.
D.

CEO-employee pay ratios are meaningful and useful.

The main argument made against disclosure of the CEO-employee pay ratios is that these ratios
are meaningless because they vary among companies in different industries and that follow different
business models. 7 However, all numbers the federal disclosure regulations require public companies to
disclose, including profits, vary among companies in different industries and that follow different
business models. If different industries, structures and strategies of companies, and their different
business philosophies, justified non-disclosure of information, there would be nothing for public
companies to disclose to investors in their filings with the SEC.
Information made available in SEC filings is often more meaningful to investors when analyzed
by security analysts who control for various differences among companies. In the context of
CEO-employee pay ratio studies, researchers control for such factors as industry sector, firm size, job
mix, location and other factors such as corporate performance and leverage to arrive at excess pay ratios,
called the residual, that provide a basis for analysis. Unfortunately, the SEC has not sought to facilitate
comparisons by investors of “CEO pay ratios from one registrant to another” 8 and thus granted
companies very wide flexibility in devising their ratios, because it has been persuaded by industry that
such comparisons are meaningless.
Nevertheless, CEO-employee pay ratios are also meaningful from an intra-corporate perspective
as discussed below. Note that employee compensation is an accounting number and is clearly material
to companies in their calculation of profits. Disclosing this information is no different from disclosing R
& D, inventories or other financial numbers. 9
E. CEO-employee pay ratios are material to investors.
Shareholders care about CEO-employee pay ratios. They provide boards of directors an internal
benchmark in setting CEO pay and information relevant to shareholders in evaluating CEO pay. Their
disclosure may encourage corporate boards to defer less to CEOs on compensation matters and focus on

pay disparities within their companies. They may be the only effective means for limiting enormous
CEO pay packages that lead to CEO overconfidence resulting in inappropriate risk assessments and
unfortunate internal corporate dynamics. CEO-employee pay ratios foster unethical cultures within
corporations and problematic work cultures that impact corporate performance. Finally, they contribute
to income inequality that will have negative long-term consequences for companies and the economy in
general.
Internal Benchmark for boards of directors in setting CEO compensation. The CEO-employee
pay ratio provides an internal benchmark that assists boards of directors in determining executive
compensation. This is particularly important when external benchmarks have a ratcheting up
effect as individual boards tend to set their CEO’s compensation above the average CEO pay to
signal confidence in their CEO. A number of studies have found that CEO compensation is
excessive (rent seeking). Shareholders consider CEO-employee pay ratios relevant in evaluating
executive compensation, as demonstrated in a recent study. 10 This study found a positive
association between shareholders’ dissent on “say on pay” proposals and higher levels of
CEO-employee pay ratios.
Evaluation of boards of directors. Shareholders may assess the degree of influence CEOs have
over their boards of directors with information on their companies’ CEO-employee pay ratios.
Some scholars view boards as unduly influenced by CEOs in deciding CEO compensation. The
public disclosure of CEO-employee pay ratios has the potential of constraining boards from
deferring to CEOs on compensation matters and encouraging them to limit excessive CEO
compensation. It also propels boards to develop compensation policies that give more attention
to internal pay disparities.
Ethical cultures. In my research I have found that large pay disparities contribute to an
unethical culture within corporations. 11 This is a topic material to shareholders. Large pay
disparities constitute a message by corporate leaders to employees about the values of the
company they work for. Scholars have stressed the importance of corporate leaders in setting
the moral tone for their corporation. 12 Moreover, they have classified corporate cultures as
self-interested (instrumental-egotistical), benevolent or principled, finding that selfish cultures
contribute to unethical behavior within corporations. 13 Corporate leaders send a message to
others working within their corporations when they pay themselves enormous pay packages and
do not share the wealth with their employees. They make individual self-interest particularly
salient. Large disparities in compensation, as indicated by CEO-employee pay ratios, contribute
to employees’ perception of this message from their leaders that the corporation’s main function
is to serve individual self-interests.
Moreover, a compensation system that employees perceive to be fair contributes to an ethical
culture within corporations. 14 One scholar notes, “[t]he importance placed on fairness is related
less to the possibility that pay inequities will result in lower effort among disgruntled employees
than to a larger concern with creating a set of corporate values that will be perceived as legitimate
and moral by the work force.” 15 Large pay disparities send a negative message concerning the
legitimacy and morality of corporate authority and corporate purpose.
Self-interested cultures serve the self-interest of individual employees but do not necessarily
serve the long-term interest of their corporations and shareholders. Ethical corporate cultures
have become increasingly important and have a dramatic impact on both investors and the
economy generally, as exhibited by the contributions of unethical corporate cultures to the
financial scandals of the early 2000s and the financial crisis of 2008-2009. 16 Additional
evidence of the negative impact of high pay disparities on ethics within corporations is found in
an unpublished study that found a negative relation between higher CEO-employee pay ratio and
financial reporting quality. 17 My analysis of what happened at Enron also provides support for
the relevance of pay disparities to ethical cultures. 18 Moreover, the CEO’s sense of

self-importance enhanced by large pay disparities may increase the CEO’s perception that rules
and norms do not apply to them. 19 Thus, attention to pay disparities is important to the ethical
cultures of corporations and material to investors.
CEO overconfidence and less accountability. Large disparities in compensation increase the
likelihood of overconfidence on the part of CEOs due to the positive feedback these ratios reflect.
Excessive overconfidence results in inappropriate assessments of risk. One study explored the
impact of CEO hubris on the size of acquisition premiums. 20 One measure of CEO hubris used
was the ratio of the CEO’s pay relative to that of the second-highest paid executive in the
company; this measure was viewed to be a “telling indicator of the CEO’s own sense of potency
and self-esteem.” 21 The study found a positive relationship between pay ratios and the size of
acquisition premiums. It also found hubris to be negatively related to company performance.
This study provides evidence of the significance of CEO-employee ratios to assessing hubris and
the effect of hubris on corporate decision-making.
Large pay disparities in compensation within the corporation can lead to less accountability for
CEOs when large disparities in compensation lead underlings to curry favor with them in hopes
of being promoted or increasing their compensation. 22 CEOs receive less critical feedback from
employees and therefore become less accountable in this politicized environment, which in turn
feeds the CEOs’ overconfidence. 23
Impact on treatment of employees. High pay disparities as well as high compensation activate
CEOs’ economic self-concept, making economics much more salient to them. 24 This increases
the likelihood that they will view employees as merely short-term means to an end. For
instance, one study found that downsizing of a corporation’s workforce was more frequent when
a significant portion of the CEOs’ compensation consisted of stock options. 25 Large pay
disparities also symbolize CEOs’ status and power, creating greater psychological distance
between CEOs and lower-level employees. 26 One study found a relationship between high CEO
compensation and the callous treatment of lower-level employees. 27 The definition of callous
treatment in this study included significant workforce reductions, poor union relations, substantial
penalties or controversies regarding employee health and safety standards, underfunded or
inadequate retirement plans, and other employee relation controversies. 28 While this treatment
is important to employees, it is important to shareholders as well.
Lower-level employee behavioral implications. The relevance of pay disparities to employee
motivation and behavior has been the subject of research for many years. The study of
CEO-employee pay disparities in public companies has been hindered by the difficulty in
acquiring company-specific information on lower-level employee compensation, as previously
discussed. There have been recent studies on pay disparities within the top management team of
public companies and within bank holding companies because of recent compensation disclosure
requirements. However, this research is not specifically applicable to the CEO-employee pay
ratio of major U.S. corporations other than bank holding companies. However, I find one study
of relevance that addressed the issue of whether some employees lower in the hierarchy care
about CEO pay. This study considered pay disparities between the CEO and the top five levels
of managerial employees. 29 It found that the managerial employees were more likely to leave
the firm when they were underpaid relative to the CEO and more importantly, that this effect was
more pronounce for the two lowest levels of managers. The researchers gave the following
explanation for this finding: “Perhaps overpayment of the CEO is particularly salient to those at
lower levels in the organization because of the fact that their financial situation contrasts most
sharply with that of the CEO. In this instance, inequity relative to the CEO may create more
intense feeling of injustice.” 30

There are a couple of studies on the CEO-employee pay ratio that I am aware of that I have not
already discussed. There is a careful article on the CEO-employee pay ratio that found that the
ratio “depends on the balance of power between the CEO (relative to the board) and ordinary
employees (relative to management).” 31 However, it did not find a negative relationship
between relative pay and employee productivity. A limitation of this study, discussed by its
authors, is that its database was subject to the self-selection bias. The sample used was also
comprised of firms with lower ratios than usually attributed to public companies. Another study
was submitted to the SEC in a comment on the SEC’s proposed CEO pay ratio rule. 32 This
study found a negative relationship between an increase in CEO-employee pay ratios and excess
total shareholder return for nine of ten major industry segments of the S& P 500 Index for the
years 2007 to 2012. This study used DOL lower-level employment data that is in my opinion
less subject to the self-selection bias than other databases that rely on voluntary company
disclosures. The DOL only provides researchers with industry-specific information. Also, the bias
would normally lead to a finding that would contradict the finding of this study.
Inequality. Pay disparities contribute to inequality in the United States. One study of the
causes of inequality found that among other explanations the “more likely explanation for the
strong income growth at the top of the income distribution over the past decade is the rapid
acceleration of chief executive compensation.” 33 Increasing inequality is a concern for
corporations and investors. It impacts consumer demand for products. 34 While declining
wages have been offset to some degree by consumer debt and workers (and their family
members) working longer hours, there are limits to these strategies for creating consumer
demand. Rising inequality also raises the specter of political instability. This increases
business risk. The polarization, anger and dissatisfaction of workers, as exhibited in the
popularity of Bernie Sanders and Donald Trump in the most recent national election, are signs of
significant political dissatisfaction. Recent research also suggests that inequality has a negative
effect on a nation’s economic growth.
In conclusion there are many reasons why the CEO-employee pay ratio is material to investors.
It provides an internal benchmark for boards of directors in setting executive compensation and
information relevant to shareholders in evaluating CEO pay. Its disclosure will encourage corporate
boards of directors to defer less to CEOs on compensation matters and focus on pay disparities within
their corporations. It leads to CEO overconfidence that results in inappropriate risk assessments and
unfortunate internal corporate dynamics. It fosters unethical and problematic work cultures. It
contributes to income inequality that will have negative long-term consequences for corporations and
investors.
I therefore urge the SEC to not further delay the implementation of Section 953(b).
the law on the books since July 21, 2010.

Sincerely yours,

Lynne L. Dallas
Professor of Law
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